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Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds pulled in a collective $43.3 bn – also
a new weekly record – during the seven days ending March 14 while
Bond Funds absorbed $2.3 bn and Alternative Funds $318 mn.

It would, therefore, be reasonable to expect this trend of rising Dollar 
funding costs and EMU inflows to EM focused bond funds to continue, 
at least in the short term. 

There is a common perception in the investment world that active
managers have an advantage over passive managers during times of
increased volatility

The curve dynamics suggest that the market is bringing forward its 
pricing of when Terminal Funds will be hit. 

After a big lull last time out, it's a jam packed week ahead and all 
potential impacters. 

Data from EPFR shows that interest in Saudi Arabian equities has really 
picked up in 2018

In our view, sovereign bonds are preferable as long as speculation over 
a trade war outbreak goes on and the flow picture fails to improve. 

If the narrative of a slowing Chinese economy starts to take hold in the 
wider investing community, speculators could start zeroing in on 
Australia as a market to short

The focus on US S&A tariffs masks potentially deeper, structural, 
problems within China's base metals complex, 

Eur/Usd has been a 5%-plus winner this year so far, but it didn't hang 
around above 1.2500 for long following the first break. 

Corrective easing is anticipated, but dips should provide buying
opportunities for yield bulls targeting the 2.379/2.413 zone.

Scope seen for further gains to 1.3000/1.3190. Strong support in the 
1.2155/1.2055 zone underpins the advance.
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Know the Flows

The Context

By EPFR

US Equity Funds enjoyed a record-breaking surge of fresh money during
the second week of March as investors shrugged off an impending US
rate hike and the internal struggles of President Donald Trump’s
administration and chased a rally that saw the benchmark Dow Jones
Industrial Average index climb more than 400 points in a day. The over
$34 billion committed to US Equity Funds came during a week when
investors moved over $40 billion out of US Money Market Funds.
Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds pulled in a collective $43.3 billion –
also a new weekly record – during the seven days ending March 14
while Bond Funds absorbed $2.3 billion and Alternative Funds $318
million. Overall redemptions from Money Market Funds totaled $35.6
billion.

The US rate hike that the market is 100% certain will be delivered this
week did not stop Dividend Equity Funds from recording their biggest
inflow since the record setting $9.4 billion they took in exactly three
years ago, with investors translating recent earnings per share growth
and expected repatriation of foreign cash piles into bigger dividend
payouts. But Emerging Markets Bond Funds posted outflows for only
the fifth time since the beginning of 2017 ahead of the FOMC’s March
meeting.

Elsewhere, at the single country and asset class fund levels, High Yield
Bond Funds recorded their ninth consecutive outflow while Inflation
Protected Bond Funds took in fresh money for the 10th time in the 11
weeks year-to-date. South Africa and Brazil Equity Funds extended their
current inflow streaks to five and six straight weeks respectively,
redemptions from Korea Equity Funds hit an 18-week high and
investors pulled money out of Italy Equity Funds for the 13th time in
the past 14 weeks.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

The openings created by last month’s sell-off continued to draw
investors back into Emerging Markets Equity Funds during the second
week of March. Those tracked by EPFR posted inflows for the fourth
straight week and 10th time year-to-date, with the diversified Global
Emerging Markets (GEM) Equity Funds accounting for the bulk of the
headline number as retail investors again committing fresh money.

Back to Index Page

EPFR-tracked Technology Sector Funds rode the surge in US Equity Fund
flows to a new weekly record heading into the second half of March.
Investors also committed over $750 million to Financial Sector Funds for
the third week running and steered more than $700 million into both
Consumer Goods and Industrial Sector Funds

The flows into Technology Sector Funds were broadly based, both in
terms of the number of funds recording inflows and the mandates of the
ones attracting the largest amounts of fresh money.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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Did Active Managers Capitalize on the Spike in Volatility During February?

The Context

By Ryan Nauman, Market Strategist

There is a common perception in the investment world that active
managers have an advantage over passive managers during times of
increased volatility, since active managers can go on the defensive,
whereas passive managers have strict mandates to mimic an index.

Until recently, we have had to go back to 2016 to test this notion, as
volatility, measured by the CBOE VIX index, has been muted over the
past 18 months or so (figure 1). February finally provided us with a
period of spiked volatility, which we can examine to see if active
managers do indeed capitalize during periods of volatility.

February marked the worst monthly decline in U.S. equities since 2016,

resulting in a volatility spike, as the VIX eclipsed 15 on February 2nd, and

averaged 22.5 for the entire month. According to EPFR Global,

investors fled equities during the month, with ETFs absorbing most of

the outflows, as investors pulled $20 billion out of ETFs and nearly $14

billion out of non-ETFs.

This spike in volatility provides us with a period to test the notion that

active managers benefit during volatile times. Typically, one would

rather look for trends over longer time periods, however, with the lack

of market volatility, the month of February provides a decent litmus

test.

The percentage of mutual funds that outperformed their respective

category index during the month of February. As you can see, a high

percentage of value funds, regardless of market-cap size, outperformed

their category index. The story is different on the opposite side of the

style spectrum, as the indexes for the three growth categories fared a

little better, all ranking just outside the 50th percentile. Active

managers with a “core” style fared worse, as only 26% of small-cap core

managers outperformed the Russell 2000 index. Large- and mid-cap

core managers didn’t fare much better, as only 35% of large core funds

and 37% of mid core funds outperformed their category benchmark.

Looking at the performance of the different category indexes sheds

some light on the above results. Figure 3 shows that the value indexes,

regardless of where they fall on the market-cap spectrum, all

underperformed the growth and core indexes by a wide margin. This

underperformance may have contributed to the high number of value

funds outperforming the benchmark.

Despite the brief time period, the month of February confirmed the

notion that increased volatility provides opportunities for active

managers. Look for active managers to build off the momentum of

2017, which comparatively speaking, was a successful year compared to

years prior, and capitalize on the heightened volatility and outperform.

Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from Ryan's longer piece, click HERE for the full article.

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/did-active-managers-capitalize-on-the-spike-in-volatility-during-february-ryan-nauman
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Enter The Fed

The Context

By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst

A couple of graphs jumped out this week, both suggesting US equities
might struggle for support in relation to current rate dynamics. The
first is the 10-year yield gap to the S&P500 dividend yield. This idea
here is that bonds yields can challenge stock returns when the
difference between the 10-year yield and S&P dividend yield hits 1.

Back to Index Page

There is a similar story in money markets as commercial paper and Bill
rates rise. The move higher in short-end rates is thought to be related
to higher US T-Bill issuance (to help fund the larger US deficit, 4-week,
3- and 6-month Bills are on offer Tuesday/Wednesday) and tax reform
related repatriation by corporates i.e. competition for relatively less
Dollars.

Rising short-end also increases Dollar funding costs for non- US based
investors via the increased cost of FX hedging. Maybe to retain foreign

sponsorship, higher UST yields need to be on offer. A rather large
caveat on the equity-side remains though - the amount of central bank
liquidity still in circulation.

Meanwhile, the impact of the widening Usd LIBOR-OIS spread seems to
be relatively contained. In ‘crises’ terms it is still relatively narrow, but
questions arise as to how wide it can go without some negative
consequences.

Into this comes the March FOMC. It will be a shock if there is not a 25bp
hike. The statement will be scoured for evidence on the
growth/inflation relationship (including tax reform impact). The SEP for
any change in the Committee’s implied rate trajectory and Terminal
Funds. On the latter, there are several ways of looking at the market’s
view, one is the 1-year rate 5-years out. This has fallen below 3% after
recent ‘soft’ data, but still suggests Terminal Funds circa 3%. The curve
dynamics here are another way of suggesting that the market is bringing
forward its pricing of when Terminal Funds will be hit.
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Pound Bias Bullish As BoE & EU Leaders Meet

The Context

By Tony Nyman , Head G10 FX and Andy Dowdell,  Technical Analyst

After a big lull last time out, it's a jam packed week ahead and all
potential impacters. We talked at the end of last week about a decent
bid going into BOE week and hopes are seemingly high for a meaningful
1.40+ break.

Back to Index Page

•Bulls are starting to gain traction over the Mar 1.3712 low.
•The MACD study has moved into positive territory and is crossing higher.
•Last week's break above 7-week trendline resis and subsequent
consolidation bodes well, but tough barriers at 1.4070/1.4103 and
1.4145/96 need to be overcome to confirm that the wider advance is
resuming.
•The 55-Day MA continues to support short-term dips.
•Below 1.3841 would suggest a return lower and re-test of 1.3712.

First, the Data and plenty of first-tier releases:
•Tues - CPI - Forecast softer at 2.8% y/y in Feb vs 3.0% last.
•Wed - Jobless/AWE - The latter forecast firmer at 2.6% y/y vs 2.5% last.
•Thu - Retail sales - 0.4% m/m vs 0.1% last (possible key release, Gbp
bulls will be hoping for a big beat).

Second focus is the BoE. Last time out, it was 9-0 to leave well alone at
0.75%, but Carney and co added the hawkish twist interest rates may
need to rise faster than was previously expected to tame inflation.

Though Sonia was pricing a 20% chance of an increase at the end of last
week, it is set to be a hawkish hold as we like many investors focus
on May chances. That has been an intermittent prop since Feb's MPC
though BOE May rate hike probability is now off Mar 9's 77.5% highs vs
60.8% current. So, a hike is expected, but it's no done deal.

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1354259/
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Pound Bias Bullish As BoE & EU Leaders Meet … Continued

The Context

Biggest event though is the Mar 22/23 EU Leaders’ Summit. Ahead,
there are reports of an urgent meeting today of EU diplomats amid
speculation about an interim deal. Mixed reports circulating, including
"there could be a deal", but another played down talk good progress in
weekend negotiations had reached the point of assurance over a
transition deal after Brexit. Davis meets Barnier later, never an easy
chat, as the press writes the stumbling block remains Northern Ireland
(despite making good progress over the border).

Back to Index Page

RISKS - Market over-confidence of a hawkish hold? Brexit progress? A
wide range forecast, as so many potential scenarios.

We will join the crowd of bulls, with a big risk reward play and buy
GBP/JPY at market (147.88) for a 150.00-plus return and will leave a
stop through 145.85. Obvious risks being the US admin and trade wars!
Perhaps a less risky long is GBP/CHF at 1.3300 for a 1.3500-plus return.
Stop below 55 and 100-dmas at 1.3160/70 at 1.3133. We'll do that too!
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Eurozone Investors Turn To EM Bonds As US Fixed Income Becomes Less Attractive

The Context

By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Market Analyst

The key USD 3-month Libor rate has advanced through 2% for the first
time since 2008 in a continuation of its upward trend over the past circa
3 years.

We drew attention to rising USD Libor costs earlier last week (see here)
which has the implication of increasing FX hedging costs for Eurozone

and Japanese based investors, as the previous chart highlights.

This has in turn compressed the yield pick-up from investing in US debt.
Japanese investors for instance, can buy a 30 year JGB at 76bp vs 59bp
for the US equivalent, when hedged, and it is a similar story for
Eurozone based investors who can buy a 30 year Bund at 1.27%
compared to 0.34% for the US equivalent. However, for EUR investors
hedging US10s the yield pick-up is negative (see chart below).

Continued p9

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1352227/
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Eurozone Investors Turn To EM Bonds As US Fixed Income Becomes Less Attractive … cont’d

The Context

Back to Index Page

From this we can expect investors to respond by looking at additional
income sectors for new allocations, such as Emerging Markets, and this
already appears to be happening. Indeed, the chart to the right, for the
period of September 2016 to present, shows a correlation between
cumulative Euro area domiciled investor flows into EM bond funds on a
weekly basis and the USD 3-month Libor, both of which have exhibited
an upward trend. The former has climbed over USD130mn since the
start of 2010, with the bulk of the increase from early 2016, which
coincides with the pick-up in the USD 3-month Libor. There is yet no
such evidence for Japanese investor flows.

Further policy tightening from the Fed will lift currency hedging costs
higher this year, thus making US fixed income even less attractive
(unless of course US yields rise enough to offset hedging costs). The
markets are already expecting rate increases in March and June, and
considering the prospect of as many as four hikes this year given the
fiscal boost from tax cuts and spending.

It would, therefore, be reasonable to expect this trend of rising Dollar
funding costs and EMU inflows to EM focused bond funds to continue,
at least in the short term. Further out the trend could start to reverse,
once the ECB removes QE. President Draghi stressed earlier this month
that QE was still intended to run until the end of 2018, or beyond, if
necessary, despite the dropping of the easing bias. One of the points of
QE is to drive investors out of the Eurozone, ergo stopping QE should
reverse some of this flow.
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Saudi Arabia Poised For Upgrade To Emerging Markets Status

The Context

By Chris Shiells, Managing Analyst Emerging Markets 
and Andy Dowdell, Technical Analyst

Data from EPFR shows that interest in Saudi Arabian equities has really
picked up in 2018, whilst the country’s benchmark Tadawul All-Share
Index has surged 7.5%. This has primarily been driven by three factors:

• The expected inclusion of Saudi Arabian stocks into the FTSE
Russell EM Index in March and then the larger MSCI EM Index in June.

• Planned SOE privatisations, which includes the potential USD2tn
IPO of Saudi Aramco.

• The ambitious Saudi 2030 vision (first announced in 2016) that
looks to open up the country’s capital markets and reduce the country’s
oil dependence.
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Tadawul Index & Saudi Arabia Country Flows

Saudi Arabia Equity Country Flow Tadawul All Share Index

Source: Bloomberg, EPFR Global

This is all underpinned by the reform efforts being driven by Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS) who, since taking charge of the
Kingdom in June, has implemented several economic and social reforms
and cracked down on corruption. Thus the previous graph shows,
investors have been piling into Saudi Arabian stocks, with cumulative
YTD inflows topping USD100mn.

In percentage terms, equity funds with a mandate to invest in Saudi
Arabia are witnessing the highest inflow relative to NAV (Net Asset
Value) of all EPFR-tracked emerging markets YTD. These funds have
seen net inflows equivalent to 7% of their total net assets YTD - far
above its peers which have recorded net inflows of between 2% and 4%
(see chart above).

Continued p11
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Saudi Arabia Poised For Upgrade To Emerging Markets Status … Cont’d

The Context

TRADE IDEA - LONG Saudi stocks via iShares Saudi ETF (KSA ETF)
• It is clear from the recent Saudi stock market performance that

investors have been moving ahead of the sovereign’s inclusion into
the two major EM indices.

• History suggests that ahead of the June announcement from the
MSCI and in the weeks after actual inclusion, the Saudi stock rally
will continue, driven by inflows.

• The iShares Saudi ETF is a potential vehicle for those wishing to
express a view on the Saudi Stock Market; thus, in order to take
advantage of the index inclusion we recommend a LONG POSITION
in this ETF, targeting 29.39 and possibly 32.50.

The examples also highlight how the stock market rally is often not

sustained beyond the first few weeks of index inclusion, as positioning

has been adjusted.

 Market reforms initiated by Saudi Arabia that were designed to

attract international investors will continue attracting inflows.

 The Tadawul aims to boost foreign ownership of equities to as

much as 25% in at least the next two years from about 4%

currently.

 Thus, the outlook for the Tadawul All Share Index remains

buoyant, as highlighted by the below weekly technical chart, and

we suggest remaining LONG SAUDI STOCKS targeting a climb to

8497 area.

However, we believe that Saudi stocks offer a longer-term bullish 
narrative.

Continued p12
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Saudi Arabia Poised For Upgrade To Emerging Markets Status … Cont’d

The Context

 The Index is now posting fresh recovery highs (off the Oct’16 low)

following a broad 1+ year consolidation phase

 The 20-Week MA is turning higher once again

 Scope is seen for a stronger recovery to the 8243/8497 area,

possibly 8932 (61.8% of the 2014-2016 fall)

 Only below the Feb 7311 low (near the 20-Week MA & lower

boundary of a 17-month channel) would derail the advance

Risks to the bullish outlook

 A delay in inclusion could see a near-term retracement as short-
term investors/speculators lose patience.

 The long-term impact of Saudi Arabia’s recent reform effort is yet to
fully manifest itself.

 Perhaps a more obvious risk is Saudi Arabia’s heavy dependence on
oil revenues, which leave scope for significant downside in stocks
on the back of any sharp correction in oil prices or increased
volatility.

 Geopolitical risk cannot be ignored when considering investments
in the Middle East. In terms of ongoing tensions, we would point to
the war with Yemen, the diplomatic spat with Qatar, as well as the
ongoing proxy-war with Iran as examples of potential flashpoints.

Back to Index Page

This is an excerpt from a longer report which also explores the impact official EM 
status has had on countries’ stock markets in the past and can be accessed HERE.

https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/82705/Saudi_Arabia_EM_Status_Mar2018.pdf
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The Context

Asia Credit Strategy: Which sovereigns are more vulnerable as trade war risk rises?

The impact of the latest US tariffs on EM is limited, though we are
worried market sentiment will deteriorate if the Trump Administration
rolls out other measures targeting China via Section 301.

In light of political pressure ahead of US mid-term elections, many
political analysts believe that a more significant shift in US trade policy
will be forthcoming. Potentially more impactful is the Section 301
investigation on China intellectual property and technology transfer.

EM Asia looks vulnerable to an escalation of US protectionism, as it is
pretty equity-linked and very much levered to world trade growth via
global value chains. Taiwan, Korea and Singapore are very much
exposed to global value chains in EM (chart 1). Whilst China has
leverage in bilateral trade negotiations with the US given its position as
a key importer of US raw materials, the other export-oriented countries
within Asia have fewer levers to use. There is a real risk that further
escalation carries undesirable outcomes, therefore it is prudent to
avoid the riskiest sectors (countries).

By Tim Cheung, Head of China and Riki Zhang Chart 2 shows EM Asia bonds remained under outflow pressure in the 
week of March 8-13. 

In our view, sovereign bonds are preferable as long as speculation over
a trade war outbreak goes on and the flow picture fails to improve. We
are quite comfortable with the overall EM Asia sovereign credit outlook
(chart 3, 4). However, we think those countries with growth less
vulnerable to a trade war should be the better choices.

Back to Index Page
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The Context

Thanks to Julius Baer in a research note who talk Italy (1.6%) and
Greece (1.5%) remaining far at the bottom of the EZ's GDP ranking. The
problem children, they describe them.

The Swiss private bank adds annual GDP in both is still below levels of
10 years ago, facing independent difficulties too:

Italy - Though winners of the general election, the centre-right and M5S
did not receive enough votes to govern alone. A solution will ultimately
be found, as always.

Greece - The EZ bailout fund is expected to pay out Eur 5.7bln this
month and 88 reform actions must be completed before Aug, including
new privatizations and reform of the gas and electricity markets.

JB concludes by suggesting most of the EZ mess has been cleared and
the risk from Italy/Greece seems manageable, according to market risk
indications.

However, some markets tell a more negative tale. Via EPFR data, we can
see that on last recorded day of March 15 there were more outflows of
Usd 9.6mn from Italy focused equity ETFs/mutual funds and the trend
for 2018 is very much negative. Daily flows for the year stand at -Usd
845.0mln, just off last week's worst levels of -Usd 862.5mln and a worst
so far.

Problem Children Prevent A Eur/Usd 1.25+ Break

Back to Index Page

Eur/Usd has been a 5%-plus winner this year so far, but it didn't hang
around above 1.2500 for long following the first break. Yes, Draghi is
not rushing down the road to policy normalisation, but given the broad
negative sentiment surrounding the Usd, surely the Eur should be.
Supporters talk of diverging growth and the EZ's bright outlook as a
Euro prop, but perhaps it's the 'problem children' holding it back for
now.

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX
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Trump's Tariffs Mask Bigger Structural Problems Behind China's Base Metals Complex
By Tian Yong Woon,  IGM Fundamentals Analyst 

Base metal prices have seen recent bearish pressures on Trump’s steel
and aluminum tariffs, though it must be said that attributing softness
mostly or wholly to this would mask a much more sinister tale at play,
with China's S&A exports having also markedly moderated in recent
years.

As with many other commodities, the supply story is always one to
watch and more pain seems to be in store in the Aluminum space:

There is also the longer drawn relationship between SHFE Aluminum
futures prices and the level of economic surprise seen from China's data
prints (as proxied by Citibank's Economic Surprise Index for China),
which also points to waning reasons for optimism for a protracted
bullish comeback in Aluminum prices as the level of economic surprise
in China embarks on a broader downturn:

Despite protracted declines seen in the SHFE (Shanghai Futures
Exchange) Aluminum futures prices since Q4 last year, climbing (and
still-sky high) SHFE Aluminum on warrant total stocks suggests that the
Aluminum supply glut theme may not abate anytime soon.

The rise of new and state-owned smelters based in regions in China, not
subject to winter pollution curbs also introduces yet another layer of
uncertainty surrounding a prolonged recovery in Aluminum prices. The
January 2018 spike in China's Aluminum production (which ended 5
previous months of declines) is a partial result of the emergence of
state-owned, curb exempt smelters

Continued p16
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The Context

Trump's Tariffs Mask Bigger Structural Problems Behind China's Base Metals Complex … Cont’d

SHFE Steel Rebar prices also share a similar long-drawn relationship
with the level of economic surprise in China, as seen in the chart below:

Much of the speculative hype driving up China's base metals futures'
prices have been riding on the hope and expectation of increased
Chinese demand, but much now remains to be seen if said hype can
continue unabashed if the broader cooldown of the Chinese economy
persists after the generally distorted early-year economic data prints
(due to Chinese New Year effects) get washed out.

There however, remains a sizeable "wall" of aggregate open interest in
SHFE's Aluminum and Steel futures contracts, so the current bearish
narrative painted for these base metals may have to persist or even
exacerbate for some time yet before bullish speculative players fold
their hands.

The ongoing divergence between declining aggregate open interest and
the still-bullish broader price trend seen in SHFE's steel rebar futures

also points to a possible exhaustion point in price action soon.

To end, the focus on US S&A tariffs masks potentially deeper, structural,
problems within China's base metals complex, which raises the issue as
to when (or if) the base metals collective will (can) return to its former
exuberance in the face of these fresh and likely persisting uncertainties

This is an excerpt from Tian Yong’s larger piece, click HERE for the full  article. 

Back to Index Page

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1353350
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The Context

S&P/ASX200 – Shorting Australian Equities To Play The China Slowdown
By Jimmy Lee, Technical Analyst

If the narrative of a slowing Chinese economy starts to take hold in the
wider investing community, speculators could start zeroing in on
Australia as a market to short, as China is its largest export market. Add
in an Australian property bubble and an economy that has not seen a
recession in 25 years and it will start to look like an attractive
risk/reward trade proposition.

Recent flows in Australian equities in fact, appear to suggest a toppish
distribution pattern and sets our focus on this market

Below is EPFR’s net cumulative fund flows for Australian equities of
Active/Institutional funds often seen as ‘smart money’ (chart A).

And EPFR’s  net weekly flows for Australian equities (chart B)

Add in the S&P/ASX 200 chart (AS51) below (chart C), which comprises
the 200 largest index-eligible stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange.

Continued p18
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The Context

S&P/ASX200 – Shorting Australian Equities To Play The China Slowdown … Cont’d

* Indeed, even as AS51 resumed its upwards climb into early January
2018, net cumulative flows continued steady declines from end-
November 2017. From Chart C, one can see that since end-November,
there were more weeks of net outflows than net inflows. This does not
convince one of a sustainable rally and instead should weigh on market
sentiment ahead.

* From our technical charts, since AS51 achieved the January 9, 2018
high of 6149.60, it has gone through a period of choppy price action
amid bearish divergence in RSI. This has left 2 key lower swing highs in
place at 6121.40 on 2 February 2018 and 6083.00 on 27 February 2018.

This further reaffirms to us that the flows pattern for the last few
months have been a distribution process.

Based on Fund and Tech views 
Our Strategy is:

 To re-visit our bearish views if an upside break through the supply line connecting the 6149.60 and 
6121.40 is accompanied by increasing inflows. 

 Until then, the path of least resistance should be a re-visit of 5786.80, below to trigger the cluster of 
supports at 5629.80-5639.40 where serious dip buyers may appear. 

 Failure to hold above 5629.80 will seriously question if the bull market for Australian equities is over.

We look to sell at market or on rallies towards 6083.00, for a re-visit of 5786.80 and on breakdown, 
further targets at 5629.80-5639.40. Place stops above 6121.40 or 6149.60 

This is an excerpt from Jimmy’s longer piece, click HERE for the full  article. 

Here Are Our Observations

* When the AS51 was rallying off its September 21 2017 low at 5639.40
and right into its 9 November reaction high at 6052.10, it was not
supported by increasing cumulative net inflows as you would expect
from a still healthy bull market (see circled portion in Chart A). Instead
the net cumulative flows were largely flat to negative. These are initial
signs of a topping distribution process where smart hands sell out to
the latecomers.

* If we zero in on the net weekly inflows in Chart B, one can see
massive inflows during the week ending 29 November 2017, however,
the corresponding price action for the same time period barely saw the
market budge beyond 6031.40 (29 Nov 2017 high), a lower high
compared to the prior 6052.10 (9 Nov 2017) high. This could be the
final blow off volume that further signals a top ahead.

Back to Index Page

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1352012
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US 2-Year Yield – Risks A Minor Pullback Before The Uptrend 
ResumesTechnical Analysis by Ed Blake

Back to Index Page

• Accelerates the 6½ year yield recovery
courtesy of a steep 6-month rising channel to
post new 9½ year highs.

• However, recent upside momentum has
slowed amid daily RSI/MACD divergence.

• A near term dip cannot be ruled out and
below 2.193 risks channel support at 2.127.

• While this holds, the uptrend should resume
for the 2.379/2.413 cluster, with 2.522 noted
on extension.

• Only the loss of six-month channel support
at 2.127 would caution and expose the 1.943
higher low.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY
Corrective easing is anticipated, but dips should
provide buying opportunities for yield bulls
targeting the 2.379/2.413 zone. Look to exit the
position should the dip extend beneath six-
month channel support at 2.127

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.718 Nine-year base target, close to 50% retracement of 5.275/0.143 fall at 2.709 
R4 2.522 8 September 2008 high 
R3 2.413 76.4% retrace of 3.114/0.143 fall 
R2 2.379 Six-month channel resistance, near 2.395 – 17¾ year tentative falling trendline at 2.395 
R1 2.292 19 September 2008 high 

Support Levels 

S1 2.193 1 March 2018 low, near 2 February 2018 former high at 2.182 
S2 2.127 Six-month rising channel support 
S3 1.943 6 February 2018 higher low 
S4 1.879 29 December 2017 minor higher low 
S5 1.774 13 December 2017 higher low 
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EUR/USD – Bulls Remain On Course For 1.3000 Handle
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
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• Continues to advance within a 1+ year rising
channel.

• Long/medium and short-term MAs are
positively aligned and trending higher.

• Current consolidation/bull flag off the Feb
1.2555 high, is building momentum for further
gains.

• Above 1.2555 opens 1.2886 next ahead of the
psychological 1.3000 level/50% of the 2008-
2017 fall at 1.3190.

• Dips should be contained by strong support in
the 1.2155/1.2055 zone.

• Below 1.1936/16 would turn more bearish.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope seen for further gains to 1.3000/1.3190.
Strong support in the 1.2155/1.2055 zone
underpins the advance.

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.3862 61.8% of 1.6038-1.0341 fall 
R4 1.3190 50% of 1.6038-1.0341 fall 
R3 1.3000 Psychological level 
R2 1.2886 15 October 2014 high 
R1 1.2555 16 February 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.2155 1 March 2018 low 
S2 1.2092 8 September 2017 high 
S3 1.2055 50% of 1.1554-1.2555 rally 
S4 1.1916 9 January 2018 low, near 61.8% of 1.1554-1.2555 rally at 1.1936 
S5 1.1718 12 December 2017 low 
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